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A. SPECIFIC AIMS 
 
The overall goal of this project is to develop new pulse sequences and methods of structural and perfusion 
MRI to support the research projects and clinical applications of the Resource Center. For conventional MRI 
methods, the detection of neurodegenerative diseases (ND) remains a challenge. Limited signal and contrast 
to noise ratios are major obstacles to measure subtle brain abnormalities with high precision. In addition, the 
complexity of ND, including structural, functional, and metabolic abnormalities requires a multivariate imaging 
approach. Over the past decade, the investigators of this project have developed a suite of new MRI 
acquisition and RF pulse methods resulting in higher efficiency, sensitivity, and precision. The current 
application is an extension of these previous efforts and represents the combined efforts of these investigators 
to develop improved acquisition techniques focused on the detection of neurodegenerative diseases. The 
specific aims are: 
Aim 1: Development of Multi-acquisition Variable T1-weighted Imaging (VTI) for Resolving Voxel 
Compartmentation and Enhancing Resolution: Resolution limits of MRI and the corresponding partial 
volume problem constrain precise measurements of structural alterations. Utilizing the different T1 values of 
brain tissue, we aim to overcome partial volume effects in structural MRI by developing multi-acquisition 
variable T1-weighted imaging (VTI), an approach that provides T1 profiles, i.e. multiple T1 rates of image 
voxels from which voxel compartmentation can be predicted. VTI is made possible by accelerated parallel 
imaging, allowing rapid acquisitions of MPRAGE data with variable inversion periods or FLASH data with 
variable flip angle sets within clinically acceptable scan times (<30 min). We aim to optimize precision without 
sacrificing acquisition speed by considering flip angle variations, transmit field imperfections, and noise bias. 
Furthermore, we will develop physical and statistical models to accurately estimate the T1 profiles, yielding 
voxel compartmentation as well as T1 maps of the brain with diminished partial volume confounds and 
ultimately enhanced resolution. Our efforts for VTI will specifically be tailored towards precise measurements of 
cortical thinning and gray matter loss to enhance sensitivity for detection of diseases. Specifically, we 
propose the development of: 
 

1. T1 estimations by least-squares (LS) fits with spatial priors to stabilize the estimations through 
regional support.  We expect that LS fits with spatial priors for jointly estimating the maps will 
substantially improve the precision of subvoxel classification compared to the traditional 
approach in doing the fits independently for each voxel.  

2. A new multi-acquisition method for subvoxel T1 measurements by varying BOTH the flip angle 
α  as well as the RF pulse spacing τ , in order to achieve a better signal diversity which will 
allow us to optimally estimate T1. 

3. A new deblurring method for MPRAGE, allowing greater flexibility for acquiring the transient 
magnetization on its way to steady state in order to achieve higher image contrast and SNR. 
Since the blurring depends to a large extent on T1, we propose to take advantage of the 
abundant T1 information of T1-weighted data for the search of the optimal deblurring value. We 
achieve convergence in solving the deblurring problem by jointly minimizing the total variation 
in T1 and intensity maps upon cycling iteratively through image reconstruction, deconvolution, 
and T1 estimations and then re-estimating the deblurring value using the new T1 estimations. 

 
Aim 2: Development of Quantitative Evaluations of Cerebral Blood flow and Water Uptake into the 
Brain: While arterial spin labeling (ASL) in combination with volumetric (3D) gradient-and-spin-echo (GRASE) 
acquisitions have improved sensitivity to measure cerebral blood flow (CBF), quantification of CBF remains a 
challenge. Furthermore, local susceptibility effects resulting in geometrical and signal distortions at high 
magnetic fields can compromise measurement precision. 
 

1. Improved Modeling of ASL Signal Dynamics: We aim to quantify cerebral blood flow and water 
uptake into the brain from multiframe 3D ASL GRASE with dual and multiple-echo acquisitions - as 
developed in project 2 of this Acquisition Core. This will be accomplished by incorporating into a 
distributed compartment model of brain perfusion the temporal evolution of both T1 and T2 relaxation of 
the ASL signal. 
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2. Correction of ASL Signal Distortions: To further improve precision of CBF measurements using 3D-
ASL-GRASE, we will design paired 3D GRASE acquisitions with forward/reversed-gradients to remove 
geometrical and intensity distortions due to local background gradients. To remove the distortions, we 
will develop a procedure based on dynamic time warping to accurately resolve dissimilarities between 
image pairs of forward/reversed-gradient GRASE acquisitions. 

3. Easy-to-Use Software for ASL Image Processing: We will develop an easy-to-use ASL-software 
package for processing of 3D ASL-GRASE and computation of parametric 3D maps of blood flow and 
water uptake into the brain. 

 
Achievement of the aims of these projects will establish a set of protocols that can be used to develop imaging 
markers of neurodegeneration for the purpose of early diagnosis and monitoring progression of these 
diseases. These projects will also benefit a large number of funded ongoing collaborative and clinical research 
studies. 
 
B. BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 
 
B.1. The Need for Improved Structural MRI: Neurodegenerative diseases (ND) are generally associated with 
brain tissue loss, especially of gray matter in the cortex (1). The ability to detect abnormalities of gray matter is 
therefore of great clinical importance. However, to image gray matter is problematic. First, the cortex, where 
most gray matter is contained, is a very thin sheet, typically 2-4mm. Moreover, the cortex itself is 
heterogeneous and consists of 5 to 6 sublayers, which may selectively be affected by various ND (2). Second, 
the cortex is also a highly convoluted structure that folds back on itself in an unpredictable manner. Therefore, 
to precisely delineate the cortex one must obtain images with high-spatial resolution in all directions. Despite 
substantial progress, resolution limits of conventional MRI remain a major obstacle to accurately delineate the 
cortex, not to mention resolving the cortical sublayers. 

Over the years, the development of specialized pulse sequences (3,4), fast gradient switching coils, and 
navigator pulses (5) has greatly improved MRI quality. In addition, short repetition time gradient spoiled MRI 
sequences were developed that provide fast acquisitions in three dimensions (3D), such as fast low flip angle 
FLASH (6), magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) (7), and modified driven equilibrium Fourier 
transform (MDEFT) (8). Moreover, 3D acquisitions are more efficient in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per 
time than slice selective 2D scans, because data acquired at every image formation step (phase-encodings) 
contribute to the signal. Perhaps most importantly, the magnetic field strength of MRI systems has dramatically 
increased over the years and sensitivity improved. The benefit of higher magnetic fields for image resolution is 
now well established for 3T and 4T systems (9-11). Since T1 relaxation times of gray and white matter diverge 
with increasing magnetic field (12), while T2 times slightly converge (13), T1-weighted sequences, like FLASH, 
MPRAGE, and MDEFT, have become the choice of volumetric brain imaging at high magnetic fields. As a 
result, whole brain imaging with 1 mm3 or slightly better resolution is now fairly common practice. Despite this 
progress, limited MRI resolution remains a major obstacle to detecting neurodegenerative abnormalities in the 
cortex and cortical sublayers. A further complication for resolution is the partial volume effect (PVE), whereby a 
single voxel can contain variable amounts of gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Although 
volumetric errors from PVE may globally average to zero, locally the errors can be substantial and distort 
measurements of brain structures (14). A higher resolution would reduce – though not necessarily eliminate - 
the PVE and possibly improve sensitivity to detect gray matter loss. However, increasing MRI resolution comes 
at a heavy cost of rapidly declining SNR. The loss of SNR with higher resolution can in principle be recovered 
by prolonging the acquisition time t. The relationship between t and resolution xΔ is well understood. Without 
reference to specific imaging techniques, Mansfield and Morris (15) have shown that t must increase with the 6th 
power of xΔ  to maintain SNR, or more formally 

 ( ) ( ) 62 7 / 2
1 2t SNR T T f x −−∝ Δ . (1.1) 

Here, 1 2T T  is the ratio of longitudinal to transverse relaxation times, which generally increases with field 
strength and f is the MRI resonance frequency, which is directly proportionate to field strength. The steep rise 
in acquisition time to offset the loss of SNR from higher resolution is a major barrier for clinical studies to 
practically increase MRI resolution beyond a certain point. For example, to double image resolution in all 
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directions from say 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 mm3 - which requires about 8 minutes using MPRAGE - to 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 
mm3 without sacrificing SNR would require an 8 ½ hr acquisition, clearly an impractical approach. A more 
efficient solution to increase MRI resolution and overcome PVE is highly desirable. 

Given the practical limits for higher MRI resolution, many new pulse sequence developments have focused 
on enhancing image contrast rather than increasing resolution to better delineate certain brain structures, 
especially the cortex (16,17). However, a higher image contrast may not reduce PVE nor does it enhance 
resolution. On the contrary, contrast enhancement is often accomplished by re-arranging the k-space trajectory 
relative to the inversion-recovery period of the signal, potentially introducing deleterious effects on the MRI 
point spread function that can diminish resolution if left uncompensated (18,19). On the other hand, PVE 
reductions can be accomplished with single and dual inversion recovery sequences by carefully tuning the 
inversion periods to selectively suppress for instance white matter and CSF while maintaining  the gray matter 
signal or vice versa, i.e., to suppress gray matter and CSF while maintaining the white matter signal (20). 
Although single and dual inversions have led to some interesting clinical applications, notably for Parkinson’s 
disease (21), the effectiveness for eliminating PVE is limited to brain regions with uniform T1 relaxation. In cases 
of non-uniform T1 values, signal suppression is either compromised or experiments have to be repeated with 
different singe/dual-inversion values, a great inefficiency since no SNR is gained with this approach despite 
repeated acquisitions. 

In this proposal, we aim to determine PVE rather than to suppress it with the goal of measuring subvoxel 
compartmentation. The information may ultimately be helpful to enhance resolution. The goal is accomplished 
by developing rapid multi-acquisition variable T1-weighting imaging (VTI) to capture the T1 profiles, i.e. 
multiple T1 decays in an image voxel. Since gray matter, white matter, and CSF are characterized by different 
T1 values and water exchange between the tissues is negligible on the time scale of MRI, multiple T1 
relaxations hold information about voxel compartmentation. Physical or statistical models of VTI modulations 
can be used to extract this information. VTI may be obtained in a number of ways, including variable flip angle 
FLASH or MPRAGE with variable inversion times. Rapid FLASH and MPRAGE acquisitions will be made 
possible by new parallel imaging methods with high acceleration factors, developed in the Reconstruction 
Core, while new algorithms for subvoxel segmentation will be developed in the Processing Core. While the 
principles of VTI are not new and variable flip angles FLASH has been used before to obtain T1 maps of the 
brain (22-25), the previous applications were not aimed at resolving PVE or subvoxel compartmentation. 

The ultimate goal of VTI, though not a specific aim of this proposal, is to eventually enhance MRI 
resolution. An enhancement is in principle possible, because information about voxel composition together with 
prior knowledge of the smoothness of the brain can be exploited in a Bayesian approach to compensate for 
insufficient imaging data. Although enhanced image resolution has been an active area of research over the 
past two decades, mainly motivated by new video technologies (26,27), its application to MRI has stirred some 
controversy (28-32). Earlier attempts to enhance MRI resolution focused on subvoxel shifting, but the possible 
enhancement was equivalent to zero-padding. It was suspected that the narrow band-limit of voxel shifting with 
conventional MRI, i.e. 100-200Hz per pixel, prevented an effective gain in resolution (32), especially in presence 
of fast R2* rates of signal decay, causing blurring. It should be noted that the idea to enhance resolution 
promoted here is completely different. First, the information extracted from VTI is not subject to band limits and 
thus less sensitive to R2* blurring and second, brain smoothness has been shown to constitute a realistic prior 
for a Bayesian formulation of the image reconstruction problem (33). These efforts for VTI will specifically be 
tailored towards precise measurements of cortical thinning and gray matter loss that are expected to enhance 
sensitivity for detection of diseases. 
 
B.2. The Need for Improved Measurements of Cerebral Blood Flow: The assessment of brain function via 
cerebral blood flow (CBF) is considered to be extremely useful for early detection and diagnosis of ND. 
Furthermore, the relationship between functional and structural alterations in the brain, whether concurrent or 
dissociated, may provide additional valuable information for ND staging (34). Project 2 of the Acquisition Core 
will develop improved methods for efficient 3D mapping of CBF via arterial spin labeling (ASL) under the 
direction of Dr. Feinberg.  Recently, 3D imaging of the ASL signal has become possible, providing higher SNR 
efficiency than conventional 2D techniques, because data acquired at every step for image formation 
contributes to the ASL signal (35-37). Furthermore, 3D ASL imaging facilitates measuring the time course of the 
ASL signal simultaneous throughout the brain, in contrast to sequential measurements with 2D techniques. 
The development of 3D ALS techniques has been complicated by the demand for fast single-shot acquisitions 
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while avoiding geometrical distortions and signal loss but Feinberg et al. (35) developed a fast 3D mapping 
technique, based on GRASE (4) to tackle both problems. The gain in sampling efficiency of 3D ASL-GRASE 
can be used in several ways, including higher spatial or temporal resolution. Furthermore, the combined 
acquisition of gradient and spin-echo acquisitions in 3D GRASE allows in principle a fast mapping of the T2 
evolution of the ASL signal. This could be especially attractive for studies of water uptake into the brain. 
 
B.2.a. Unique Possibility to Study Water Uptake into the Brain and Blood Brain Barrier: The possibility to 
use ASL-MRI for studies of the uptake of water into the brain and thus permeability of the blood-brain barrier 
(BBB) could have great value for assessing ND. Dysfunction in the BBB underlies a number of widely spread 
diseases, such as AD (38-40), PD (41), and multiple sclerosis (42). Currently, BBB disruption is measured with MRI 
by bolus injection of a contrast enhancing agent, such as gadolinium. However, gadolinium and similar contrast 
agents have substantial molecular weights and large hydrated radii that usually prohibit diffusion through the 
barrier. Thus, contrast MRI is mainly an indicator for massive damage of the BBB but not particularly sensitive 
to subtle alterations to diffusion of small molecules, such as water. There is no current MRI method to quantify 
the barrier to diffusion of small molecules. 3D ASL-GRASE has ideal pre-requisites to measure the kinetics of 
water uptake into the brain. First, sampling efficiency of 3D ASL-GRASE is much higher than with 2D 
techniques and therefore, measurements of perfusion kinetics can be performed with high temporal and spatial 
resolution. Second, the transverse magnetization of the ALS-signal in 3D ASL-GRASE is predominantly 
governed by T2 relaxation, thus providing better spatial localization for the perfusion signal than EPI-bases 
sequences that are depend on T2*. Moreover, the possibility using multiple-echo 3D ASL-GRASE to capture 
the temporal variation of T2-relaxation of the ASL signal while perfusing into the brain could be a breakthrough 
in capturing the dynamics of water uptake and BBB. Previous MRI studies of BBB permeability relied solely on 
T1-relaxation (43-45) or were confounded by T2* relaxation (46). Estimating water uptake from the dynamics of T1-
relaxation is complicated since the entire signal evolution under T1-relaxation before the uptake has to be 
taken into account. Similarly, estimating water uptake from T2* is complicated, because field distortions due to 
macroscopic background gradients and vascular effects, such as BOLD, can obscure modulations of T2*. In 
contrast, T2 does not dependent on the history of the signal and furthermore, is to a large extend insensitive to 
background gradients and BOLD. Dual echo 3D ASL-GRASE raises therefore the possibility that changes in 
the BBB can be detected in diseases, even though no gross disruption of the barrier may be measurable with 
gadolinium MRI. 

BBB permeability can be extracted from modeling the time course of the ASL. Models have been based on 
pharmacokinetic information, such as exchange of blood water between capillaries and brain tissue and the 
Bloch-Terry equations, which describe spin magnetization in the presence of relaxation and flow (44,45,47-54). 
However, early models in ASL-MRI (47-49) were based on single-compartment kinetics for water, despite H2

15O 
PET studies demonstrating a finite rate of water diffusivity across the BBB (55-58). Moreover, an instantaneous 
equilibrium between blood and brain water was assumed, which is also a gross simplification (59). More 
recently, two conceptually different models have been proposed for water diffusion through the BBB, assuming 
a restricted exchange between intra- and extra-capillary compartments: One model assumes well-mixed water 
concentrations in each of the two compartments(44,54). The other model, also known as a distributed model, 
accounts for a concentration gradient of ASL water along the capillary path (or along both intra- and extra-
capillary spaces)(45,53). While the first model is limited to uniformly  distributed labels,  the latter model may not 
be applicable in practice, since parameters, such as capillary length, etc. are not accurately known (45). 
Furthermore, both models, while focusing on the effect of restricted water exchange, did not systematically 
include additional effects, such as dispersion of ASL bolus duration. Although the general model for ASL 
proposed by Buxton et al (51) considered dispersed bolus durations the assumption was made that water is 
freely diffusible(60). Recently, we proposed a comprehensive model for ASL, which takes into account variable 
transit times, bolus durations, distributed concentrations of capillary water and restricted BBB permeability (61). 
However, our previous analysis was limited by 2D ASL acquisitions which could not facilitate simultaneous 
measurements of the time course of the ASL signal from all regions in the brain. In addition, multiple-echo 
acquisition to assess T2 relaxation of the ASL was not available with 2D acquisitions and also would have 
been less efficient than in 3D. In this proposal, we plan to refine our four phase model for acquisitions using 3D 
ASL-GRASE and furthermore will incorporate the temporal T2 evolution into the model to improve the 
estimation of water uptake into the brain. We expect that the additional information from 3D and multi-echo 
acquisitions will greatly improve quantification of perfusion measurements. 
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B.2.b. The Need for Accurate Corrections of Geometry and Intensity Distortions: While the increased 
sensitivity provided by 3D ASL-GRASE should greatly improve quantification of CBF and water update into the 
brain, geometrical and intensity distortions in the image induced by background gradients can substantial 
compromise precision, especially when 3D ASL-GRASE is performed at high spatial resolution. As the linear 
correspondence between spatial location and MR resonance frequency is lost, straightforward Fourier 
transform of the data obtained through such incorrect mapping results in images with distortions in geometry 
and intensity (arising from voxel shift and signal loss, respectively). Since susceptibility scales linearly with the 
magnetic field, distortions become a more prominent problem at higher magnetic fields. EPI is particularly 
vulnerable to field imperfections, because the bandwidth for phase encoding is relatively narrow and 
accumulative phase-errors can quickly dominant the evolution of the EPI signal. In contrast, 3D GRASE is less 
vulnerable to distortions, since the EPI trains within GRASE are shortened and cumulative phase errors are 
self-regulated by spin-echo refocusing pulses (4). Parallel imaging provides an additional benefit, since fewer 
phase-encoding steps are required and thus less phase errors accumulate (62). Nonetheless, the distortions 
cannot be eliminated even when 3D GRASE and parallel imaging are combined.  Additional corrections are 
required to estimate how an image may look undistorted. Numerous attempts have been made to remove 
distortions by image-based post processing, including free form deformations using cubic B splines (63,64) and 
affine transformation (65), or histogram matching (66) to a baseline image. However, post-processing methods 
are approximations, which may not capture the full extent of distortions. In addition, post-processing provides 
only a relative correction, since a baseline image can also be distorted. Another approach, though not mutually 
exclusive to post-processing, is the measurement of the displacement field, which causes the distortions and 
then use of this information to reconstruct images without these distortions. This is also known as the inverse 
problem approach to correct for image distortions (67). The two most prominent concepts in this field are the 
field mapping and the reversed-gradients methods. 
 
B.2.b.i. Field Mapping Methods: Field-mapping methods rely on measurements of field non-uniformity and 
then translate field distortion into voxel shifts that compensate the distortions (68). A major shortfall of this 
approach is apparently that field maps can also be distorted and therefore only relative distortions can be 
corrected, similar to post-processing techniques. Though conjugate phase methods in conjunction with field 
maps (69) have been widely used for distortion corrections, they rely on the assumption that the displacement 
field is spatially smooth. It is, however, clear that this assumption is often invalid at tissue boundaries, where 
sharp transitions can occur. Moreover, the need to unwrap the phase makes the problem nonlinear, involving a 
binary decision for each voxel. Iterative conjugate gradient methods circumvent the assumption of smoothness 
(70), but a straightforward implementation of the conjugate gradient algorithm suffers from inconveniently long 
processing times. Another field-mapping method called simulated phase evolution rewinding (SPHERE) (71) 
uses a distortion kernel to rewind the phase accumulated from field inhomogeneities. In this method, two EPI 
images are collected at different echo times from which the field map is derived. The calculated field map and 
an initial estimate of the image are used to calculate the distortion kernel. The whole process is the k-space 
equivalent of using the field map to reverse pixel shifts in the image space. However, the performance of 
SPHERE is dependent on the initial estimate of the image and it can fail for large field Inhomogeneity. Another 
method that is more indirectly associated with field mapping is called point-spread function (PSF) mapping 
method (72), which consists of acquisitions with additional phase encoding gradients applied in order to obtain 
PSF of each voxel. The distorted data is de-convolved with these PSFs to obtain undistorted images. The PSF 
approach is furthermore based on the assumption that the k-space sample locations are unaffected, which 
does not always hold because the k-space trajectory may be distorted by variations in the displacement field. 
In summary, while conjugate phase methods have widely been used for distortion correction, they rely on a 
number of assumptions that are often invalid in practice. Conjugate phase methods also do not correct for 
intensity variations. Finally, and perhaps most important, it has been shown that it is not possible to reconstruct 
the true image from a single EPI acquisition, even with perfect knowledge of the displacement field, because 
there is an  irreversible undersampling of the signal from areas where the background gradient collaborates 
with the phase-encoding gradient of EPI (73). Reversed gradient methods overcome this shortfall. 
 
B.2.b.ii. Reverse Gradient Methods: In reversed-gradient methods, two EPI images are collected under 
equivalent imaging settings except that once traversing k-space bottom-up and once bottom-down, resulting in 
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two images with identical magnitude distortions in opposing directions (73,74). These two images, together with a 
model for the image formation process allow estimating the underlying displacement field and undistorted 
images. The principle used for this calculation is that the images in the distorted and undistorted space are 
related through a transformation as long as the distortions do not exceed a certain threshold. Although 
sampling efficiency is cut in half with reverse gradient methods due to the acquisition of image pairs, this may 
not a disadvantage when signal average is paramount. Although reverse-gradient methods have several 
advantages compared to field-mapping methods, including they do not rely on field-maps (which themselves 
are associated with distortions) and they generally outperform conjugate gradient methods even with a small 
number of iterations (67), a major limitation conjugate gradient method is a high computational demand. This 
can quickly grow astronomically as the dimensions of the kernel matrix for the conjugate gradient method 
grows with the square of the number of pixels, i.e., 128 x 128 images already require 4 Gb storage, 
approaching quickly the current storage limit of conventional computer systems. Therefore, alternative 
reconstruction methods with less computations demands are desirable. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is such 
a method. 
 
B.2.b.iii. Potential of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW): DTW is an efficient matching procedure, initially used 
for speech recognition (75) that owes its power to quickly converge to the match by minimizing total error. The 
use of DTW as matching technique for MRI was initially proposed by Kannengiesser et al. (76). So far, it has 
been used only for gradient-echo sequences, where the equality of integrals holds good for comparing the 
corresponding readout lines in two images. Care has to be taken while extending this method to EPI, because 
the complex phase evolution along with the unavoidable data truncation may violate the assumption of equality 
of integrals between reverse-gradient images. However, this is expected to be less of a problem for GRASE, 
because the sequence combines spin and gradient echoes to reduce geometrical distortions and signal loss. 
The method is also simpler than iterative conjugate phase and gradient method, because it only requires 
matching the sums of two images. Moreover, the computational dimensionality of DTW only increases 
proportionate to the image size, in contrast to a quadratic increase for conjugate gradient methods, an 
important consideration for the large data size of 3D ASL-GRASE. For all these reasons, we propose to 
develop DTW as the method of choice to correct for geometrical and intensity distortions, especially for 
volumetric ALS perfusion images at high resolution, i.e. a matrix size 128 x 128 x 32 or higher. 
 
C. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
 
C.1. The Investigators of this Project: Dr. Schuff worked on the development of 3T and 4.7T MR systems 
for Varian and Bruker before joining this group in 1993. After he joined this group, he developed single voxel, 
PRESS, and multislice spectroscopic imaging sequences that are widely used in this laboratory and by several 
other research sites throughout the world (77,78). Dr. Schuff has also developed quantitative analyses of MRSI 
data, based on co-analysis with anatomical MRI data and linear regression statistics (78). More recently Dr. 
Schuff in collaboration with Drs. Zhu and Jahng developed improved MRI perfusion methods using arterial spin 
labeling. ASL perfusion results on AD, other dementias, and mild cognitively impaired subjects have been 
published (79). In addition, Drs. Schuff and Jahng developed new ASL perfusion techniques (80,81), such as 
DIPLOMA (double inversions with proximal labeling of both tagging and control images) (82) and IDOL (in-plane 
slice-selective double inversion of both the control and the labeling scans) that are aimed to reduce ASL 
imperfections. In addition, Drs. Schuff and Zhu developed an extended kinetic model for ASL to obtain 
quantitative measures of cerebral blood flow and water permeability of the blood brain barrier (43). Since 
installation of a 4T system, Drs. Schuff and Stables optimized high-resolution structural MRI to study subfields 
of the hippocampus (83), implemented pulsed and continuous ASL MRI (continuous ASL courtesy of Dr. Dedre, 
U Pennsylvania), and installed and improved 1H EPSI (84) at 4T. In addition, pulsed ASL sequences based on 
3D GRASE (35), providing volumetric measurements of brain perfusion in 30 seconds were implemented in 
collaboration with Dr. David Feinberg (AMT). Other scientist of this project include: 
 

• Dr. Ashish Raj has been working on MR reconstruction and segmentation problems for well 
over 5 years. He has become an expert in solving inverse problems and graph cuts algorithms. 
He is also the PI of the parallel imaging project in the Reconstruction Core.  
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• Dr. Wang Zhan recently joined the UCSF faculty. He has extensive experience in MRI pulse 
programming and developing analysis techniques. In addition, he has extensive experience in 
deconvolution from his passed work in EEG.  

• Dr. Xiaoping Zhu is radiologist and MRI physicist. Dr. Zhu has been working extensively for the 
past 15 years in the field of contrast enhanced MRI, especially on cerebral blood flow modeling. 
Since joining this group in 2000, Dr. Zhu worked on the development of new pulse sequences 
for MR spectroscopy and perfusion, introduced deformation shape modeling to improve MR 
spectroscopy data processing and also developed new models for arterial spin labeling. 

 
C.2. Current MRI scan protocol used at 4T:  Currently, our 4T MRI protocol for patients and controls 
includes the sequences listed below. Since installation of the 4T system in January 2004, we have scanned 
more than 200 subjects and volunteers. The entire scan protocol lasts about 1hr and 10 min, including time for 
adjustments and shimming. It is tolerated by about 90% of the subjects: The protocol includes: 
 

1. T1-weighted 3D MPRAGE for tissue segmentation (Scan Time= 5min 17s); Slices= 176; TR/TE= 
2300/3.37ms; TI= 950ms; Voxel Size= 1.0x1.0x1.0mm; parallel imaging= GRAPPA with an acceleration 
factor of 2;  

2. T2-weighted Turbo Spin-Echo for tissue segmentation and intracranial volume measurement (Scan 
Time= 3m 06s); Slices= 54; TR/TE= 8390/70ms; Voxel Size= 0.9x0.9x3.0mm; parallel imaging= 
GRAPPA with an acceleration factor of 2; 

3. Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery ( 3D FLAIR) for identification of white matter lesions (Scan Time= 
7min 37s); Slices= 120; TR/TE= 5000/355ms; TI= 1900ms; Voxel Size= 1.0x1.0x2.0mm 

4. Susceptibilty-Weighted Imaging (3D SWI) for measurements of brain iron and vessels (Scan Time= 
6min 21s); Slices= 56; TR/TE= 25/32ms; Voxel Size= 0.6x0.5x1.2mm 

5. High-Resolution Turbo Spin-Echo for measurements of hippocampal subfields (Scan Time= 6min 56s); 
Slices= 24 ;TR/TE= 3990/21ms; Voxel Size= 0.5x0.4x2.0mm. 

6. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) using spin-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) for mapping the diffusion 
signal in 2D (Scan Time= 1min 20s four times for averaging); Slices= 40; TR/TE= 6000/77ms; Voxel 
Size= 2.0x2.0x3.0mm; 6 direction for the diffusion sensitizing gradients; parallel imaging= GRAPPA 
with an acceleration factor of 2; Recently, we added diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) with 512 
spherically arranged q-space samples within 15 min scan time. Dr. Wedeen’s project in the 
Processing Core will develop methods to process and analyze DSI data.   

7. Continuous arterial spin labeling (ASL-MRI) for measurements of blood flow in 2D (Scan Time= 7min 
06s); 1.0mm thick labeling band; postlabeling delay time= 1800ms; Slices= 16; TR/TE= 5200/9ms; 
Voxel Size= 5.0x3.8x5.0mm; Recently, we added pulsed ASL 3D GRASE perfusion imaging with 
12 different post-labeling delays for measurements of perfusion dynamics.  Total scan time is 10 
minutes.  

 
C.3. Variable T1-weighted Imaging (VTI) 
 
C.3.a. Variable flip angle FLASH and variable inversion time MPRAGE imaging: We have conducted initial 
experiments for VTI using FLASH with variable flip angles or MPRAGE with variable inversion-recovery times 
to test the dynamic range of T1 contrast changes and SNR. The currently implementation was performed with 
standard GRAPPA (85) parallel imaging with an acceleration factor of 2, yielding 3D FLASH images in about 
2:50 minutes and 3D MPRAGE images in 5:17 minutes. Representative VTI images are shown in Figure 1. 
Several important observations can be made from these preliminary data: 1) This demonstrates that a 
consistent change in T1 contrast can be achieved at 4T with both FLASH and MPRAGE. Although the dynamic 
range of T1 contrast changes is larger for MPRAGE than for FLASH, FLASH may be more efficient in terms of 
the sampling rate of multiple image frames per unit time. 2) Effects from flip angle errors are visible in FLASH 
and also impact MPRAGE, emphasizing the importance of use of RF pulses with better immunity to B1-
inhomogeneity and of accounting for flip angle errors. 3) SNR was sufficient even with acquisitions as short as 
3 min and 5 min for FLASH and MPRAGE, respectively. This suggests that there is room for higher 
accelerations of at least another factor two, permitting acquisitions of 12 3D MPRAGE or 30 3D FLASH within 
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30 minutes and thus acquiring VTI data as proposed in this application. Figure 2 shows a parametric T1 map 
obtained from 9 FLASH frames with variable flip angle acquisitions, indicating our experience with T1 mapping. 
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Variable Flip Angle Flash Variable Inversion 

Time MPRAGE
Variable Flip Angle FlashVariable Flip Angle Flash Variable Inversion 

Time MPRAGE  
Figure 1: Variable T1-weighted Images 

C.3.b. T1 maps from multiple scans with 
variable flip angles (Schuff, Stables): This 
data was presented in the site visit. In a first 
attempt to jointly optimize VTI acquisition 
and T1 estimations, we performed FLASH 
experiments with a range of flip angle 
values. We particularly investigated the 
optimal trade off between SNR and large 
dispersion of flip angles for fitting T1. In 
Figure 2 are shown T1 maps derived from 
VTI acquisitions with (A) high SNR but a 
narrow range of flip angles (50,100, 120) 
versus (B) a lower SNR but a wide range off 
flip angle values (10, 100, 200). In (C) are 
shown results using the full range of 
suitable flip angles (10-400). A regular non-
linear least squares (LS) algorithm was 
used to estimate T1, assuming 
homogeneous voxel compositions. As 
expected, widening the range of flip angle 
values stabilizes the fits better than high SNR. Over-determination of the fits, i.e. by collecting the full 
range of flip angles, reduces noise in the parameter estimations further. These results indicate the 
importance of jointly optimizing VTI acquisition and T1 estimations.  
 

(A) (B) (C)(A) (B) (C)

 
Figure 2: T1 estimations from variable flip angles 

(a) (b)(a) (b)

 
Figure 3: Effect of Using Spatial Priors for T1 Estimations 

C.3.c. Stabilization of T1 Estimations using 
spatial support (Dr. Raj): Preliminary data on 
the earlier proposed estimation method 
(varying the flip angle only) are shown in 
Figure 3. The data demonstrates the effect of 
using spatial priors and jointly estimating the 
maps, compared to doing the LS fit 
independently for all voxels. The data shown 
was obtained from a simple quadratic 
smoothness prior (known as 1st order 
Tikhonov regularization). In these 
examples we used only 2D priors. 
Figure 3a shows fitting under no 
spatial prior and 3b under a quadratic 
spatial smoothness prior. The images 
are in pseudo-color, with the red 
channel denoting T1 values and the 
green channel denoting density 
values. Notice the improvement in 
SNR of (b) compared to (a). However, 
we wish to extend this to 3D in order 
to impose spatial priors in 3D and 
even more powerful spatial priors with 
edge-preserving properties of the form discussed in the Reconstruction Core project 3 (PI Raj).  
 
C.3.d. MPRAGE Simulations (Drs. Matson, Zhan, Schuff):  We performed simulations of MPRAGE 
(MatMRI by Dr. Matson) to better understand the effects of acquisition parameters on SNR, contrast, 
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Figure 5: Simulations of image deblurring 

Figure 4: Sign mulations for MPR

z

al si AGE 

and image blurring. Figure 4 depicts evolutions of the longitudinal magnetization M toward steady 
state for the inner loop of MPRAGE, which consists of serial short α pulses and phase-encoding along 
one direction in k-space. The vertical dashed lines in the figures indicate when the central part of k-
space is encoded. Fig 4a depicts a typical MPRAGE setting at 4 Tesla in which sampling of the center 
part of k-space is delayed until all 
three tissue classes reach 
approximately steady state conditions 
(gray matter (red), white matter 
(green), and CSF (blue)). While 
blurring is largely avoided in this 
setting, SNR and contrast are 
sacrificed. There are several 
possibilities in MPRAGE to increase 
SNR and contrast, but most require 
relaxing the steady state condition for 
the signal, as shown in Figures 4b and 
4c. However, a drifting signal leads 
inevitably to image blurring. Another 
approach is varying the flip angle 
α during the RF pulse train, as shown 
in Fig. 4f  to flatten the signal 
response, as shown in Figures 4d and 
4e for zM and xyM , respectively.  In 
practice, however, this solution is difficult to implement because of flip angle errors. Furthermore, 
performance is compromised because not all tissue types reach simultaneously steady state. A 
solution without the steady state restriction is therefore highly desirable. We propose to develop a new 
iterative deblurring method for variable T1-weighted imaging which permits non steady state 
acquisitions. 
 
C.3.e. Proposed new iterative deblurring method (Drs. Raj, Zhan, Schuff): Initial results of the new 
image deblurring methods from simulations are shown in 
Figure 5. Starting from an experimental MPRAGE image, 
shown in the top row left column, we first simulated T1-
weighted imaging by computing a series of MRIs with 
exponentially increasing gray matter intensities, shown in 
the same row middle column. The images were then 
blurred, as seen in the top row right column, using a 
gaussian filter of the form ( ) 2

1 0expPSF R x x= − − , where 

1R  is the longitudinal relaxation rate and ( )2
0x x−  the 

blurring kernel.  We compared three different approaches 
of deblurring: A) blind deconvolution (86), which makes no 
assumptions about the blurring function; B) conventional 
iterative deblurring based on the Lucy-Richardson 
algorithm (available in Matlab), assuming that the shape 
but not necessarily the width of the blurring function is 
approximately known and C) our proposed iterative 
deblurring approach, in which the blurring value is 
updated after each iteration by updated T1 values from LS 
fits of the MPRAGE data at each iteration. Deblurred 
images are shown in the middle row respectively from left 
to right in the order of blind deconvolution, conventional 
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iterative deblurring, and the proposed deblurring method. The difference between the deblurred image 
and the gold standard image is shown for each method in the bottom row in the same order of 
methods. The proposed deblurring method achieved the smallest difference, i.e. the greatest similarity 
between deblurred image and gold standard. These results demonstrate the concept of the proposed 
deblurring method. 
 
C.4. Development of ASL Pulse Sequences, Labeling Pulses, and ASL Models: 

 
Fig. 6. Perfusion Time Series from 3D ASL-GRASE 

C.4.a. Three-dimensional ASL-GRASE: With 
support of Dr. Feinberg, we implemented 3D 
ASL-GRASE at 4 Tesla. Figure 6 depicts a slice 
from a time series of perfusion images from a 
healthy volunteer. The acquisition of each 3D 
ASL frame took less than 34 seconds at a 
resolution of 4.5 x 4.5 x 4.5 mm up to a total of 
10 min for the entire time series with increasing 
post-labeling delays from 200ms to 2500ms in 
steps of 100ms. The spatial dispersion in the 
arrival of the ASL signal can clearly be seen in 
the upper row of Figure 5. Also clearly visible is 
the progressive disappearance of the arterial 
component of the ASL signal, as water diffuses 
into the brain. The significance of these preliminary data for the proposed work is that it demonstrates the 
feasibility to acquire serial perfusion images of the whole brain in a few minutes at 4T using 3D ASL GRASE. 
However, Dr. Feinberg is developing even more efficient acquisitions of 3D GRASE in Project 2 of the 
Acquisition Core.  
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C.4.b. Double Inversions with Proximal Labeling of Both tag 
and control Images (DIPLOMA): (see also appendix: A Novel 
Tagging Method for Multislice Pulsed Arterial Spin Label 
Perfusion (Geon-Ho Jahng, et al. Magn Reson Med. 2003 
Feb;49(2):307-14; see Appendix): Arterial spin labeling often 
introduces undesirable effects from magnetization transfers (MT) 
and eddy currents, which can substantially degrade ASL-MRI 
quality. To reduce both effects, MT and eddy currents, we 
developed a new ASL pulse scheme, termed DIPLOMA, which is 
depicted in Fig. 7a for tag (T) and control (C) scans. For 
comparison, the traditional methods for pulsed ASL, PICORE (87) 
and EPISTAR (88,89), are also shown. An experimental setup of 
DIPLOMA is shown in Fig 7b. Because both gradients and RF 
pulses are better balanced in DIPLOMA than in PICORE and 
EPISTAR, we achieved better MT compensation, as 
demonstrated on phantoms. Perfusion studies on volunteers, 
analyzed using first and second order image texture analysis (90) 
showed that DIPLOMA yielded 8% (p = 0.003) more signal to 
noise than EPISTAR and PICORE, 28% (p < 0.001) less random 
variations than PICORE, 23% (p < 0.008) higher contrast than 
EPISTAR  and 15% (p = 0.006) less angular second moment 
(better image uniformity) than PICORE. Reliability was also 
higher for DIPLOMA (0.8 intraclass correlation) than for the two 
other pALS methods, although the difference was not significant. 
However, we attempted to further improve pulsed labeling by 
inventing a new ALS scheme, termed IDOL.  

 
Fig. 7a: Arterial Spin Labeling Schemes 

Red/Blue = labeling regions; Black = MRI field-of-
View; π = inversion pulse; Gray-colored rectangle = 
crusher-gradient

Red/Blue = labeling regions; Black = MRI field-of-
View; π = inversion pulse; Gray-colored rectangle = 
crusher-gradient  

Fig.7b: IDOL Labeling 
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Fig. 8: ASL Signal Modeling 

Time from ASL MRI Data at 4T 

Fig. 9: Parametric Maps of CBF and Exchange 

C.4.c. Modeling of ASL Perfusion: (see also in appendix: A Four-Phase Single-Capillary Stepwise Model for 
Kinetics in Arterial Spin Labeling MRI (K-L. Li et al. Magn Reson 
Med. 2005; 53(3):511-8). We developed an extended model for 
extracting measures of brain perfusion from pulsed ASL-MRI data 
with consideration of transit effects and restricted permeability of 
capillaries to blood water. The time course of the signal difference 
between control and labeled images was divided into four phases 
with respect to arrival time of labeled blood water at the voxel of 
interest (tA), transit time through the arteries in the voxel (tex), and 
duration of the bolus of labeled spins (τ), as shown in Fig 8. We 
called this the four-phase-single-capillary-stepwise (FPSCS) model 
of perfusion. Dividing the labeled slab of blood water into many 
discrete segments and adapting numerical integration methods 
allowed convenient modeling of restricted capillary-tissue 
exchange based on a modified distributed parameter model. A 
copy of the paper is available in the appendix. An 
initial set of parametric perfusion maps from a single 
subject obtained at 4T is shown in Fig. 9. The arrows 
point to distinct brain regions where we found a large 
disparity between high CBF and low exchange time. 
The region of the highest CBF was the posterior 
cingulated (yellow arrow), also consistent with 
observations from SPECT and PET. Interestingly, 
exchange time was generally shorter in frontal than in 
parietal brain regions. These preliminary data 
demonstrate our experience with modeling CBF. 
However, these results were obtained with a 2D 
sequence and acquisition of ALS-MRI series took 45 
minutes. We expect higher sampling efficiency and 
better sensitivity with serial 3D-ASL GRASE. 
Furthermore, multi-echo echo acquisitions using 3D-GRASE should improve accuracy to determine the 
exchange time and water uptake into the brain. 
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Low
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AD

Fig 10. Left: CBF and ATT maps from a 65y 
cognitive normal (CN) elderly and a 72y AD 
patient. 
Right: Statistical parametric maps (SPM) of 
regional ATT prolongation in AD compared to CN.  

 

C.4.d. Dynamic ASL perfusion studies in aging and dementia: (Drs. Xiaoping Zhu and Norbert Schuff): 
We measured cerebral blood flow (CBF) and arterial transit time (ATT) in 16 cognitive normal elderly, 4 
patients with mild cognitive impairments (MCI) and 6 patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) using 
pulsed ASL 3D GRASE for acquisition and our four-phase two-compartment perfusion model (43) for 
quantification. We were particularly interested in 
separating CBF changes, i.e. oxygen demand from ATT 
changes, i.e. blood supply. Representative CBF and ATT 
maps from a healthy control and AD patient are depicted 
in Figure 10, showing substantial CBF loss and ATT 
prolongation in the patient. A voxel-wise group analysis 
(SPM2) showed clusters of significant CBF loss and ATT 
prolongation in parietal-temporal cortices (p = 0.001) 
bilaterally in AD, see Fig 10. Furthermore, CBF was 
negatively correlated with age (R2 = 0.55, p = 0.002), 
while ATT increased with age (R2 = 0.27, p = 0.04). 
Interestingly, CBF and ATT alterations were significantly 
correlated in CN and MCI subjects, but uncorrelated in 
AD, suggesting that different factors govern cerebral 
blood demand and supply in normal aging and AD. The 
importance of these results is that accurate 
measurements of perfusion dynamics, as developed in 
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this project, could lead to a better understanding of physiological effects that underpin 
neurodegeneration.   
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Figure 11: Parametric maps 
of blood flow (left) and 
arterial transit time (ATT) 
obtained using GRAPPA (I) 
(middle row) or GRAPP (II) 
bottom, compared to the Gold 

C.4.e. Effect of parallel imaging on perfusion mapping  using ASL-GRASE: (Drs. Zhu, Ji, Schuff): We 
assessed the effect of parallel imaging for accelerate measurements of dynamic ASL perfusion and to 
reduce susceptibility distortions in ASL 3D GRASE. We used an 8 channel 
head coil and GRAPPA parallel image reconstruction for dynamic ASL 
perfusion acquisitions (13 time series frames, each 22 slices) on five 
volunteers. We tested 3 different approaches for image reconstruction: 1) 
full reconstruction of all datasets without parallel imaging, as the gold 
standard; 2) GRAPPA reconstruction with use of 16 reference lines for 
each time series dataset, termed GRAPPA(I), yielding an affective 
acceleration by a factor 1.5 and 3) GRAPPA reconstruction with use of 16 
reference lines for only one representative dataset of the time series (the 
middle one) as calibration for the reconstruction of the rest of the frames, 
termed GRAPPA(II). We found that GRAPPA (II) with only one time 
calibration, though very efficient in sampling, degraded CBF 
quantification. In contrast, GRAPPA (I), though less efficient in sampling, 
provided results comparable to those obtained with the gold standard. 
Figure 11 shows results of parametric estimations of blood flow (CBF, left 
column) and arterial transit time (ATT, right column) using the gold 
standard (top row), GRAPPA(I) (middle row), and GRAPPA(II). The red 
arrows indicate, where substantial differences between the gold standard 
and GRAPPA (II) or GRAPPA (I) were observed. These preliminary results 
demonstrate that dynamic perfusion imaging with 3D GRASE and 
acceleration by parallel imaging is feasible.  
 

Standard (top row). 
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Figure 12: T2* effects 

C.4.f. Effect of T2* on cerebral blood flow quantification using serial multi-
echo ASL 3D_GRASE (Dr. Zhu): Previous ASL models of perfusion 
included longitudinal relaxation (T1) differences between blood and tissue 
water (51), while transverse relaxation, T2/T2*, has usually been ignored. 
Neglecting T2/T2* effects can lead to errors in estimating perfusion when 
T2/T2* of water in tissue is substantially different from that in arterial blood (venous outflow is usually 
negligible for ASL). We aimed to evaluate effect of T2 on CBF estimations. We measured the post-
labeling evolution of the ASL signal, including T2 variations, using dynamic ASL- 3D GRASE with 
interleaved dual echo acquisition. CBF was estimated using the four phase dual compartment 
perfusion model, termed FPSCS and introduced in ref (43). For this application, we expanded FPSCS to 
account for differences in T2 between tissue and blood, termed FPSCST2*. Dynamic ASL 3D GRASE 
series consisting of 20 frames for different 
inversion times (from 300-3300 ms) and 
interleaved echo acquisitions with TE = 37.5, 
75.0 and 112.5 ms were acquired on 3 
volunteers at 4T. The acquisition time per 
frame was about 24 seconds and the total 
scan time was less than 5 min with the 
adaptive TR and a fixed echo time. At 
present, fixed parameters for T2 of arterial 
blood (T2a = 70 ms) and brain tissue (T2t = 40 
ms) were used to fit the dynamic perfusion 
signal, yielding parametric maps for CBF and 
arterial transit time (ATT). Histograms of CBF 
estimations without (FPSCS) and with 
(FPSCST2*) consideration of T2 are shown in 
Figure 12A.  This demonstrates that ignoring T2 leads to an underestimation of CBF. Furthermore, T2 
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inclusion yields a bimodal CBF distribution, in contrast to absent T2 effects. Segmented CBF maps of 
low (blue), median (green) and high (red) perfusion values based on the bimodal histogram are shown 
in Figure 12B. These results indicate the value of measuring T2 in ASL to quantify perfusion. The T2 
information from ASL spins could also potentially be useful for measuring blood brain barrier 
permeability of water. 
 
C.4.g. Prototype of an Easy-to-Use ASL-Toolkit for ASL Processing: We have developed prototype ASL-
toolkit software based on MATLAB code for quantification of multislice CBF maps pulsed ASL or amplitude-
modulated continuous ASL imaging data, acquired at a single postlabeling delay time. In the toolkit, time series 
raw data are realigned and resliced to compensate for head motion between acquisitions. Resliced labeled and 
unlabeled images are then pair-wise subtracted from each other to obtain perfusion weighted images. For CBF 
quantification, tissue T1 maps are calculated from EPI data using a two-point inversion recovery method 
developed in this lab (91). Currently, the CBF quantification is based on a single-compartment model, assuming 
instantaneous mixing of ASL water between capillaries and brain tissue. The model takes also into account the 
initial magnetization of blood and blood-tissue partition coefficients (Lamda) of gray matter and white matter 
using information from segmented high resolution of 3D T1-weighted image, coregistered to the perfusion 
images. Measured labeling efficiency (alpha) is also used in the model. T1 values of blood taken from literature 
ex-vivo data. After CBF maps are calculated, the toolkit permits easy visualization and assessment of quality of 
the perfusion data and further use for voxel-wise analysis, e.g. with SPM. 
 
D. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 
 
D.1. Development of VTI: This section describes the work plan to accomplish specific Aim 1, i.e. the 
development of multi-acquisition variable T1-weighted imaging (VTI) for resolving voxel compartmentation and 
enhancing resolution. The phases of development will include simulations, phantom studies, and validation 
tests. Finally, VTI will be applied to clinical studies. In the first year of funding, we will also collect preliminary 
VTI data using best guess parameter settings to provide the Processing Core with preliminary data for 
development of segmentation methods that utilize the features of VTI. 
 
D.1.a. Conceptual design: Our goal is to seek a set of acquisition parameters which yield the highest 
precision across a large T1 range to estimate subvoxels with two or three compartments, while keeping 
acquisition time at a minimum (our target is the acquisition of 12-20 VTI frames in less than 30 min). The 
acquisition methods, which we will consider for VTI include: 1) FLASH imaging with variable and flip angles 
and shortest repetition time (TR); 2) FLASH with variable TR and fixed flip angle, and 3) MPRAGE imaging 
with variable inversion-recovery times but fixed TR. Simulations will be performed to study the influence of flip 
angle errors, noise, and spatial misregistrations on accuracy and precision. We will simulate the steady-state 
signal in FLASH and MPRAGE under the condition of multiple compartments in an image voxel with a linear 
superposition of the signal from the different subvoxel compartments according to 
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where f is a function which depends on the sequence. n runs over all tissue components, i.e. gray matter, white 
matter, CSF, nβ are weights of the signal from the different compartments with the condition 
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β
=
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and ( )
1

nR is the characteristic relaxation rates of each compartment. The ultimate objective is to estimate the 
weights nβ from a series of VTI frames. The bias term ( )1,... m nbias β β ∉ is the signal component from spurious 
contributions of other tissue types, such as white matter lesions or blood vessels. The bias term is, by 
hypothesis, a function of the weights nβ , since the higher their sum for a voxel the less likely are spurious 
contributions to the signal from other tissue types. The bias term will allow us to differentiate between 
systematic and random errors. Our preliminary results suggest that we can obtain stable LS fits with 3 
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degrees of freedom (DoF), i.e. one degree for T1 and water density, respectively and another degree for 
flip angle errors. We expect that an inclusion of spatial priors for LS fits will provide stable solutions of 
the inverse problem for one more DoF, i.e. for the bias term. With at least four DoFs, we will be able to 
model a dual compartment voxel with variable gray and white matter contributions in a voxel as well as 
for a variable flip angle.  
 
D.1.b. Development of T1 estimations by least-squares (LS): Our preliminary results shown in C.3.c 
indicate that the inclusion of a simple spatial prior with quadratic smoothness (known as the 1st order 
Tikhonov regularization) stabilized the fits and yielded improved T1 estimations. We plan to extend this 
approach to 3D in order to impose stronger spatial priors. However, smoothness priors are not 
desirable for high resolution MRI. We will therefore develop methods to allow using even more 
powerful spatial priors with edge-preserving characteristics of the form discussed in the 
Reconstruction Core, project 3 (PI Raj). In addition, we propose to vary both the flip angle and pulse 
spacing to achieve greater signal diversity, as described in D.1.c below. We expect the methods allow 
attaining stable solutions with one more degree of freedom to account for spurious tissue 
contributions, i.e. the bias term ( )1,... m nbias β β ∉ .  
  
D.1.c. A new multiple acquisition method for subvoxel quantitative T1 measurements using optimal 
data diversity (Dr. Raj): Recall that the single compartment signal equation for FLASH imaging is given 
by 
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Here, 0ρ is the spin density, te the spin echo time, and τ the spacing of the RF pulses with flip angle α . 
Now, since τ  << T1, we have exp(-τ /T1)  1 -τ /T1. Therefore we have 
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We propose to vary BOTH  α as well as τ , in order to achieve a better signal diversity which will allow 
us to optimally estimate T1. Note that this is different from our original proposal where we proposed to 
vary only alpha. We believe that varying both these parameters is likely to produce greater signal 
diversity which is very important for any inverse problem, especially the least squares fit described 
later. The introduction of τ as a variable parameter also allows us to circumvent to some extent the 
problem of spatially ambiguous flip angle, due to which the exact flip angle at any point in the image 
might not be the same as the nominal flip angle. However, we note that for practical (SNR and 
acquisition time) reasons, we wish to limit both α  and τ  to small values. Consider two representative 
cases: 
 

• When α  << 1, 1 0( , , ) 'sinM T ρ α ρ α≈  
This situation is great for estimating spin density (but not T1, since there is no dependency on 
T1). However, due to lack of sensitivity w.r.t. τ , there is no point varying  τ  in this regime. 

• When α  = 60 degrees, 1
1 0
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This situation of higher α  is therefore good for estimating T1, which is now sensitive to both α and τ . 
The above argument suggests a sensible scheme for estimating 0ρ  and T1 jointly, by repeated 
experiments with varying α and τ as per the following table: 
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  TR = 5 ms TR = 10 ms TR = 20 ms TR = 40 ms 

α = 10 X    
α = 20 X X   
α = 30 X X X  
α = 40 X X X X 

 
 
 
 
 
 
We propose to employ this experiment design to obtain a set of values of M for each voxel. We 
estimate that about 10% diversity can be gained with this method at 4T, given the tissue T1 values and 
τ  up to 40ms. Then we will find an initial solution of 0ρ and T1 by a least squares fit, independently for 
each voxel. We expect that due to poor SNR of the imaging experiments, exacerbated by our use of 
higher than optimalα , the LS fit might not produce a high quality accurate 0ρ and T1 maps. To improve 
the situation further, we will employ a new Bayesian estimation technique, which will introduce spatial 
priors to overcome noise in estimation. 
 
D.1.d. A new deblurring method for variable T1-weighted imaging (Drs. Raj, Zhan, Schuff): Recall that 
in MPRAGE, the magnetization is not continuously in steady-state free precession (SSFP) because the 
progression towards steady-state in the inner loop (1st phase encoding) of MPRAGE is disturbed by an 
inversion time (TI) and recovery delay (TD) in the outer loop (2nd phase encoding). Spatially encoding 
transient magnetization on its way to SSFP will cause image blurring. Blurring is minimized in 
conventional MPRAGE by delaying the sampling of the central part of k-space until the magnetization 
reaches steady state or by varying the flip angle during the RF pulse train. However, this can lead to 
SNR and contrast losses (17). Although several enhancements to MPRAGE have been proposed to deal 
with blurring, including centric sampling (17) and interleaved squared-spiral phase-encoding (92), these 
methods are suboptimal for simultaneously maximizing contrast/SNR and minimizing blurring.  

We propose to develop a novel iterative deconvolution method that deals with blurring in variable 
T1-weighted MPRAGE. Recall that for a sequence of  infinitely short and rapid n α - pulses with a pulse 
spacingτ , the signal , having an initial magnetization nS 0M  and a longitudinal relaxation rate 1R , 
evolves during the pulse train according to (93): 
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Here, the index  is equivalent to the n’th phase encoding step in the inner loop of MPRAGE. 
Furthermore,  for MPRAGE with inversion time TI. It is easy to see that the first 

term in  reflects the decay of 

n
( 1

0( ) 1 2 TIRM TI e−= −

nS 0( )M TI  and the second term  signal recovery from equilibriumnC eqM . 
Together, they describe a transient signal on its way to steady state that may cause image blurring. 
Note also that is independent from nC 0( )M TI . The blurring values can be estimated, and thus de-
blurring applied, if 1R , 0M ,α and eqM are known. While 1R , 0M andα can be measured, eqM  is usually not 
known. However, the effect of eqM can in principle be eliminated by collecting two MPRAGE sets A and 

B with different values for TI such that ( ) ( )
0 0

A BM M= − and subtracting from ( )B
nS ( )A

nS  for each n. 
The discourse above provides a strategy for deblurring of MPRAGE. After reconstruction of 

MPRAGE images that might be blurred, initial estimates of 1R , 0M  are obtained by LS fits of the data as 
described in D.1.b. The effective flip angle α can be experimentally determined (18). The estimates of 1R  
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and 0M  together with α are used as to obtain an initial estimate of the blurring value (or PSF) of 
MPRAGE. The MPRAGE images are then deconvolved and new 1R  and 0
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Figure 13: Diagram for iterative deblurring 

M  estimates are obtained, 
which are then used in turn to re-estimate new blurring values and so on. We expect that our method 
will perform better than blind deconvolution, because we can use a parametric form of the blurring 
function, i.e. using Dr. Matson MatMRI simulations 
proposed in Project 3 of the Acquisition Core. We 
expect that our method also performs better than 
conventional iterative deblurring methods, because 
we update the parameters of deblurring after each 
run in contrast to conventional iterative methods, 
which only rely on initial estimations. A sketch of 
the iterative procedure is shown in Figure 13. We 
will initially establish deconvolution for 1D, i.e. the 
inner phase-encoding loop of MRPAGE and then 
expand the solution to 2D by allowing the inner loop 
of MPRAGE to step simultaneously through both 
directions, i.e. along squared spirals (92) or a 2D 
centric array. The extension to 2D may raise 
complications, if the two-dimensional PSF is not 
reducible, in which case convergence may not be 
guaranteed. We plan to impose convergence by 
restricting 2D sampling to patterns with rotationally 
invariant blurring functions. In this regard, 2D spiral 
phase-encoding, which yields approximately a circular PSF, might be better than centric encoding, 
which yields a PSF that stretches along the cardinal directions. We will start with the conventional 
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm for image deblurring, also known as the Richardson-Lucy 
algorithm (94). Although convergence of the EM algorithm for conventional deconvolution is well 
established (95), our iterative approach to update the blurring function may interfere with convergence. 
We plan to extend the EM approach by allowing priors, similar to those discussed in D.1.b., in order to 
minimize total variation in the image and the PSF expressed as regularization, in addition to minimizing 
the mean square error between the observed and original data.  

Stopping criteria: Since the inverse problem is ill-posed due to presence of noise, the iterations 
may lead to exaggerated edges and noise. We will initially define an edge-noise-ratio to balance the 
edge improvement and the noise effect. The optimal balance will be established on a resolution 
phantom. However, this approach requires identification of edges in the images. Dr. Thayyullathil of 
our lab has developed an effective edge detection algorithm. However, the procedure may perform 
suboptimal in regions with a low contrast where edge detection is difficult. Furthermore, finding the 
optimal edge-noise-ratio balance for in-vivo data may be difficult because of the large degrees of 
freedom. We therefore plan to develop better stable stopping criteria. A new promising stopping 
criterion is the scaled entropy of the cooccurrence statistics of an image. Dr. Hadjidemetriou of our lab 
has recently implemented this approach as stopping criterion for iterative restorations of MRI from B1-
field Inhomogeneity (96). Since the deblurred image is the one whose cooccurrence matrix has minimum 
scaled entropy, we plan to use the scaled entropy as stopping condition for iterations. 
 
D.1.e. Simulations: We will use first order error propagation theory, assuming initially a noise free signal, to 
drive the selection process for the optimal FLASH or MPRAGE parameters that provide precise estimates of 
the weights nβ . We will then extent the analysis to a noisy signal using Monte-Carlo simulations. Both 
Gaussian and Rician noise patterns will be considered and bias on estimating the weights from VTI data in the 
presence of poor signal-to-noise investigated. We will further evaluate the effect of image misregistration on 
subvoxel estimation by imposing spatial variations on the weights Our goal is to seek a set of acquisition 
parameters which yield the highest precision across a large T1 range to estimate subvoxels with two or three 
compartments, while keeping acquisition time at a minimum (our target). 
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D.1.f. Validation 
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D.1.f.i. Phantom Studies: The goal of phantom studies is to test and minimize systematic differences between 
VTI and a high-resolution gold standard study. Quantitative studies will be performed using the ADNI phantom, 
which contains a large set of small water filled spheres in a doped water bath as well as four larger spheres 
with different T1 values. The ability of VTI to accurately predict partial volumes will be compared to “gold 
standard” very high-resolution acquisitions. Image segmentation will be used as a metric for the comparison. 
Systematic flip angle offsets will be introduced to study the effect of RF 
pulse imperfections on T1 estimations. Moreover, the B1-insentivite 
RF pulses developed by Dr. Matson will be used and evaluated in 
conjunction with VTI. We will also evaluate spin-echo EPI sequences 
for rapid B1 mapping, such as the variable RF-pulse duration 
approach by Ordidge et al (97) to determine regional flip angle 
variations. The potential for noise bias will be studied by reducing slice 
thickness and increasing the acceleration factor in parallel imaging. 
Image misregistration will be studied by introducing voxel shifts when 
reconstructing complex image data. 

Figure 14: Phantom 

For studies that require high precision in resolution, such as 
deblurring tests and comparisons between VTI and high 
resolution MRI, we will use the well-known “star-wedge” phantom 
shown in Figure 14. The phantom is designed to provide 
measurements of spatial resolution on a quasi continuous scale. 
The smallest resolvable distance dx can be determined from the radius R of the inner circular area that 
remains unresolved in the image, according to: 

( )( )*2 tan( 2)*sin *0.105*sindx R d R dα φ φ= − ≈ −
where, d is the thickness of the plastic rods, α the angle between rods, and φ is the tilde between 
image plane and the plastic rods, which should be φ ≈90 ( sinφ ≈1.0) to make measurements simpler. 
We have built a star-wedge phantom with dimensions that allow resolving a minimum of 2 mm in R and 
hence about 0.2 mm variations in MRI resolution. This phantom should provide very sensitive 
measurements for tests of deblurring and for comparisons between VTI and high resolution MRI.  
. 
D.1.f.ii. Validation using in-vivo data: For in-vivo validation, we will perform back-to-back studies and cross-
sectional studies of a small group (N=10) of controls and patients. Back-to-back studies will be used to 
determine reproducibility, i.e. expressed as intraclass coefficient.  The cross-sectional studies will be used to 
determine the effect size., i.e. difference of the means divided by the pooled variance of the groups in 
separating controls from patients. Increased reproducibility and effect size will be used to determine 
improvement.  
 
D.1.f.iii. Comparisons between VTI and high resolution MRI: In order to compare the accuracy of tissue 
characterization using the subvoxel method and high resolution imaging for the same scan time, we 
will scan a total of 15 subjects in 3 groups, 5 young and 5 older controls, and 5 patients with MCI using 
both methods. Each subject will be scanned back-to-back using both VTI and high-resolution 
MPRAGE. The targeted resolution of the high-resolution MPRAGE will be about 0.7 x 0.7 x 0.7 mm3, 
which will require a roughly 9 times longer acquisition time than a VTI frame for equivalent SNR values. 
Both acquisitions will be optimized for high contrast to noise, based on extensive simulations using 
Dr. Matson’s MatMRI program and on the optimized deblurring methods, developed in this project. 
Processing of the data will be performed using improved methods for bias field correction and 
segmentation, which are developed in the Processing core respectively by Dr. Hadjidemetriou and Dr. 
Zabih. We will use effect size, defined as group difference between the means divided by the pooled 
group variances, as statistical metric for quantitative comparisons between the two MRI acquisition 
methods. Based on the well establish finding that both aging and MCI are associated with cortical 
atrophy we will compare the effect size to which each method separates young from older subjects 
and healthy subjects from MCI patients. Furthermore, to determine if the differences between effect 
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sizes are statistically significant, we will perform logistic regressions as measure of power of each MRI 
method to correctly classify each group and leave-one out cross-validations to obtain the distributions 
of sensitivity and specificity of each method, expressed as areas under the curves (AUC) from an 
receiver operator characteristics analyses. Mann-Whitney tests will then be used to compare the 
AUCs.23 The significance level will be α < 0.05 for all tests.  
 
D.2. Development of quantitative evaluations of CBF and water uptake: This sub-section describes the 
work plan to accomplish specific Aim 2, i.e. the quantitative evaluations of cerebral blood flow and water 
uptake into the brain, distortion corrections of 3D-GRASE and development of a user-friendly software 
package for processing and evaluating ASL-MRI data. 
 
D.2.a. Modeling of CBF and water uptake: We will build on our previous work (43) to improve dual-
compartment distributed-parameter models for perfusion by considering the advantages from volumetric 
acquisitions of 3D ASL-GRASE. A regular simplex fitting algorithm may no longer handle all model parameters 
and solutions may become unstable. We will therefore explore a maximum a posteriori algorithm, which 
imposes conformity with the two compartment model and may help to stabilize the situation. In our current 
version of a perfusion model, we account for variable arterial transit times (ATT), bolus dispersion (τ), a time 
lag (tex) for blood in arterioles progressing towards the capillary bed, T1 relaxation of blood and brain tissue, 
and finite rate of water uptake into brain. We further account for a distributed concentration of spin labels along 
capillaries. We can largely condense calculations by transforming the temporal-spatial dependency of the 
perfusion signal into a temporal dependency alone, which has the advantage that fitting algorithms can use 
small, consecutive time segments. From the mass balance of labeled blood water, we can then derive 
differential equations of the labeled water concentration in intra- and extra vascular space for each time 
segment. To simulate distributed tracer concentrations, we will use a sliding segment algorithm with serial 
loops of discrete events. This approach will also be convenient to model multi-echo acquisition of 3D ASL-
GRASE and variations of the transverse relaxation of the ALS signal from exchange between intra and extra-
vascular space. We will implement the algorithm on our 24 node Beowulf parallel computer architecture to 
achieve maximal processing speed. We will further perform Monte-Carlo simulations to study the stability of the 
algorithm to variations in the kinetic parameters and potentially reduce the number of variables. Furthermore, 
we will explore bias in estimating CBF and water exchange as a function of SNR. 
 
D.2.b. Quantification of transverse relaxation of labeled 
spins. Multiple-echo 3D ASL-GRASE offers a possibility 
to measure variations of the transverse relaxation of 
the ASL signal, which could be extremely valuable for 
studies of the dynamics of water uptake into the brain. 
Figure 15 shows one implementation of multi-echo ASL 
3D GRASE. After spin labeling and an inflow delay (TI), 
the first sequence of 3D GRASE, termed Echo 1, maps 
perfusion starting at after the excitation pulse. 
Another sequence, termed Echo 2, maps perfusion 
starting at , where n is the number of 180-
180 blocks after the excitation pulse. T2 information of 
the ASL signal as a function of post-labeling delay can 
be obtained from the ratio of Echo 1 and Echo 2. Note, 
an additional degree of freedom needs to be added to 
account for variations of the initial magnetization, 
because these are interleaved and not dual echo 
acquisitions. Dr. Feinberg will develop improved and 
more efficient multiple echo ASL 3D GRASE sequences 
in project 2 of this core.   

t TE=

( )1t n T= + ⋅
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We will expand our four phase single capillary stepwise (FPSCS) model published in (43) by 
considering effects on the ASL signal due transverse relaxation. Initially, we will include T2 effects in 
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Figure 15: Interleaved echo acquisition in ASL 
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the FPSCS model assuming a homogenous distribution of T2, i.e. instantaneous exchange of water 
between capillaries and the brain. We will then relax the condition of a homogenous distribution of T2 
by assuming a finite rate of exchange for water between capillaries and the brain, which can lead to 
modulation of the apparent T2 as a function of post-labeling delay. Since the addition of T2 will 
increase the degrees of freedom for fitting the perfusion by at least 2 (one degree for T2 and another 
for variable initial magnetization because acquisitions are interleaved), we will carefully investigate 
error propagation and stability of the fits using Monte-Carlo simulations. There are several solutions to 
stabilize the ASL fits: 1) noise reduction using principle components analysis, similar to the algorithm 
we developed for denoising MR spectroscopy, published in reference (98). 2) Joint analysis of perfusion 
T2 and T1 fits and 3) development of algorithms that allow including spatial priors for fits of perfusion.  

In addition to T2, we will also develop models to analyze T2* obtained with multi-echo ASL-GRASE. 
This has potential value for joint functional ASL and BOLD studies in ND. Dr. In project 2 of this core, 
Dr. Feinberg will develop modifications of 3D ASL-GRASE to achieve measurements of T2*.  
 
D.2.c. Validation: CBF measurements from 3D ASL-GRASE will be validated in-vivo on healthy volunteers by 
using established experimental techniques for fMRI, such as keeping eyes open or closed and performing 
demanding cognitive tasks, i.e. recognizing correct arithmetic of numbers displayed on a computer screen. 
Specifically, a session will consist of four 3D ASL-GRASE measurements of blood flow; three baseline scans 
(i.e. eyes open or closed) and a third scan during performance of a demanding cognitive tasks over about 15 
min. At baseline, CBF will be measured at “resting state” (eyes closed) twice to determine reproducibility of 3D 
ASL-GRASE and a third time during a simple activation (eyes open) while the subject is lying still in the 
magnet. At the fourth scan, CBF will be measured while the subject is performing a demanding cognitive task 
over a long period. Global and regional CBF values will be determined and compared with literature value from 
similar studies by H2

15O PET (100). We plan to enroll 10-20 subjects for this test. The analyses will be performed 
in normalized space coordinates within the framework of Statistical Parametric Mapping (101). 
 
D.2.d. In-vivo Studies: We will collect and analyze serial 3D-ASL GRASE data from healthy subjects and 
patients with neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, Amyotrophic 
Lateral sclerosis and other neurodegenerative diseases. These studies will be performed in conjunction with 
the collaborative projects of the Center. We will study a subset of controls and patients with both single and 
multi-echo 3D-ASL GRASE to determine the value of multiecho acquisitions and the feasibility to detect 
systematic differences between groups in water uptake into the brain. Performance comparisons of ASL-MRI 
methods will be evaluated by means of quantifiable measures, such as image texture analysis (90,102), reliability 
and reproducibility, and effect sizes (difference of group means / pool standard deviations). To determine 
precision (systematic errors) and reliability (random errors), we will study volunteers twice to allow separating 
between subjects from within-subject effects and noise based on linear mixed effects models. 
 
D.2.e. Distortion Correction by Dynamic Time Warping (DTW): We will explore the use of DTW to correct 
3D-GRASE data for geometrical and intensity distortions from magnetic background gradients. We will first 
implement DTW, as outlined in Ref (76). We will test the algorithm by simulations of GRASE sets under the 
influence of an imposed inhomogeneous field using a spin based simulation package and an experimental 2D 
GRASE image as object. We will do this using complex GRASE data sets to simulate phase twist and wrap. 
Two images with opposite readout directions will be simulated. To evaluate DTW, the final processed images 
will be compared to the original pristine image via subtraction of the latter from the former. We will further 
investigate robustness of DTW as a function of EPI length (= extent of phase error accumulation) and SNR of 
the images. We will also explore the effect of constraints, such as restricting the direction of the path through 
the DTW matrix to improve performance and speed. We will further compare DTW results with those from a 
conjugate gradient algorithm. Real experiments will be performed using a water-filled phantom with glass tubes 
containing water with different gadolinium doping and air. Tests involving in-vivo data will be performed using 
3D ASL-GRASE data sets that were acquired for CBF validation. 
 
D.2.f. Development of a User-friendly ASL-ToolKit: The developments of a user-friendly ASL-toolkit 
software package will focus on three major issues: First, a toolkit will be developed to handle serial 3D ASL 
GRASE data, as developed by Dr. Feinberg in Project 2 of the Acquisition Core. The toolkit will incorporate 
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image registration of individual image frames to correct for head movement between frames and registration 
with anatomical MRI data for anatomical reference. Furthermore, the toolkit will incorporate DTW capabilities 
for geometrical and distortion corrections. Furthermore, the toolkit will incorporate estimations of arterial transit 
times and brain T1 information from VTI data sets for CBF quantification. Second, the toolkit will be developed 
to allow easy integration of the 3D ASL-GRASE data with statistical parametric mapping software (SPM) 
software. This involves spatial normalization of 3D ASL-GRASE data to template brains and brain atlases. 
Furthermore, the toolkit will incorporate procedures for atrophy and partial volume correction of CBF using 
information from tissue segmented high resolution VTI data sets co-registered with 3D-ASL GRASE. Third we 
will incorporate in the ASL-toolkit the functionality for CBF quantification based on the four-phase-single-
capillary-stepwise (FPSCS) model to estimate CBF and water uptake into the brain (43). Currently, the toolkit 
has implemented only a single compartment model, ignoring non-uniform distributions of labeled water in the 
capillary bed and finite rates of exchange between intra and extravascular spaces. The fully developed toolkit 
will further provide estimations of cerebral blood volume (CBV) based on estimations from the FPSCS model of 
the vascular component of the ASL signal. The toolkit will provide a graphical user interface for easy use. It will 
also use standard formats for representing data and graphics for easy integration into common statistical 
analysis programs, such as Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM, Wellcome Department of Imaging 
Neuroscience, London), FSL (University of Oxford, UK), and the statistical computing and graphics program R 
(http://www.r-project.org/). The toolkit will be developed in the MATLAB software environment, allowing easy 
expansion and integration into other MATLAB applications. 
 
D.3. Software Availability: To facilitate the application and testing of the proposed imaging methods, we will 
develop efficient algorithms and computer software implementing the imaging methods developed in this 
project. We will release the software for public use so that other research groups can evaluate the methods as 
well. We will further expand our software system with advanced algorithms for image reconstruction 
capabilities and modeling perfusion dynamics. We will also upgrade the website for the software system to 
improve communications among the users so that their feedback and comments will be addressed and 
incorporated in our research when appropriate. 
 
D.4. Timeline of the Work Plan 
 

Aim 1 VTI:  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

VTI sequence implementation        

LS fits with spatial prior        

Deblurring       

In-Vivo Studies / Validation         

Aim 2  Perfusion Modeling:           

Simulations        

Phantom Studies      

Distortion Corrections         

In-Vivo Studies / Validations        
 
D.5. Interactions with other Projects 
 
D.5.a. Interactions with other TRD projects: This project will mainly interact with Dr. Matson’s MRI 
simulation project and Dr. Feinberg’s perfusion project, both in the Acquisition Core, as well as with 
Dr. Raj’s project on parallel imaging in the Reconstruction Core, Dr. Studholme’s project on building a 
T1 brain atlas and Dr. Sahib’s segmentation project, both in the Image Processing Core.  

The interactions with Dr. Matson’s projects will primarily concern optimization of acquisition 
parameters for FLASH and MPRAGE with variable flip angle and TI timing. The interactions with Dr. 
Feinberg’s project will primarily concern improved sampling of dynamic perfusion using 3D ASL 

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/G/format.html
http://www.r-project.org/
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GRASE sequence for improved quantification of CBF and transit times of perfusion labels. The 
interactions with Dr. Raj’s project is fundamental to the development of VTI. The ability to obtain 
multiple scans with variable T1-weighting in a practical scan time will dependent to a large extent on 
the acceleration factors that Dr. Raj can achieve for parallel imaging. The interactions with Dr. 
Studholme’s project will mainly concern the accuracy to obtain T1 and water density maps to atlases 
for T1 and water density norms related to aging and neurodegenerative diseases. The interaction with 
Dr. Sahib’s project will primarily concern improvement for segmentation. It is expected that the VTI 
method allowing subvoxel classification will markedly improve tissue segmentation by resolving 
ambiguous situations in image contrasts due to partial volume effects and by providing additional 
input channels (T1 and rho) for multispectral segmentation.  
 
D.5.b. Interactions with collaborative projects:  
This project will also have tight interactions with several collaborative projects, including the Epilepsy 
study by Dr. Laxer, the FTD study by Dr. Miller, the Amyloid study by Dr. Jagust, and prediction of 
cognitive decline study by Dr. Weiner. For the epilepsy study, improved quantification of CBF and 
dynamic CBF measurements is expected to benefit seizure localization. For FTD and prediction of 
cognitive decline, VTI is expected to improve accuracy in measuring cortical thinning and loss. Better 
measurements of structural changes in the cortex could increase the clinical value of MRI for the 
diagnosis of FTD and prediction of cognitive decline towards AD in very early stages. Lastly, for the 
PET amyloid study, high resolution and tissue contrast of VTI is expected to benefit coregistration 
between structural MRI and amyloid PET data that should better the interpretation of PET results.   
 
 
E. HUMAN SUBJECTS RESEARCH 
 
E.1. Protection of Human Subjects: A “protection of human subject” section has been written for the entire 
application. Here, more information is provided as it related to specifics of this project. 
 
E.1.a. Risks to Subjects: There appear to be no harmful biological effects of a strong static magnetic field. 
The major risk is from ferromagnetic objects flying into the magnet. The potential for heating of tissues from RF 
sources used in the MR exam is carefully controlled by SAR control devices and software that the 
manufacturer of the MRI scanner provides. In some subjects, there is a risk of claustrophobia, and following 
the study, some subjects may experience dizziness or drowsiness due to lying still for long periods of the MR 
exam. Some subjects may feel tired and frustrated from performing some cognitive tests while lying in the 
magnet. There is some risk of loss of confidentiality for participating in this research study. Involvement in the 
study will be voluntary and subjects can stop being in the study anytime. The alternative is not to participate. 
 
E.1.b. Human Subjects Involvement and Characteristics: We will recruit healthy normal male and female 
subjects from 21 to 80 years old, who are able to provide informed consent. Subjects with a contraindication for 
MRI, such as pacemakers, ferromagnetic implants, pregnancy, unstable medical illness, claustrophobia, or an 
inability to cooperate with duration of MR examination will be excluded. 
 
E.1.c. Sources of Material: Sources of research material will include a questionnaire for demographics data, 
clinical history, neurospychologic tests, and MRI of the brain. Structural MRI, arterial-spin labeling (ASL) 
imaging, diffusion tensor imaging, susceptibility-weighted imaging, and intermolecular double-quantum 
coherence imaging will be performed for research purposes. In some cases, the MRI protocol will be repeated 
twice on the same day or between several days to determine short and long term reliability of the MRI 
measurements. Records of all tests will be stored in research binders and in a computer database. All data will 
be used in the research study only. 
 
E.1.d. Potential Risks: A very small subset of patients may feel claustrophobic during the test. Occasionally 
some people experience dizziness or feel faint after lying in the magnet for a long time, but this feeling usually 
goes quickly away once the person gets out of the magnet. 
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E.2. Adequancy of Protection Against Risks: The subjects will have the established safety screening 
protocol employed at UCSF VA to assess for possible metal implants, cardiac pacers, pregnancy and other 
contra-indicated conditions for MR scanning. Furthermore, metal detectors are installed to prevent metal ojects 
getting carried into the magnetic room. Subjects will be carefully monitored during all phases of their 
examination. 
 
E.2.a. Recruitment and Informed Consent: Volunteers will be recruited by including notices in newsletters at 
the San Francisco Veterans Administration Medical Center, the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF), 
and by posting notices at other bay area colleges and universities. In addition, advertisements will be placed 
via the VA MR Unit webpage and in the San Francisco Chronicle Newspaper. Healthy elderly subjects will be 
recruited, first by identifying suitable subjects, who had MRI scans in this laboratory within the past 5 years and 
are in our MRI database and agreed to be contacted for research. Second, by calling these subjects if they are 
interested to return for an MRI;  All subjects that satisfy the entry criteria will have the proposed study 
described, reviewing the benefits and the risks, and written informed consent will be obtained using IRB 
approved consent forms from UCSF and VA. 
 
E.2.b. Protection Against Risk: The risk of metal flying into the MRI will be minimized by careful screening of 
the subject before they enter the magnet room, as well as screening of all persons entering the magnet room. 
The primary risk of concern is ensuring protection of patient health information. Every effort will also be made 
to ensure confidentiality. As patients are enrolled, a tracking number will be assigned that will be used for 
labeling questionnaires, information gathered from interviews, and data obtained from the medical record. 
Information will be stored in hard copy form at the clinical site and on a password protected computer 
database, both which will contain only the tracking number and no information that can be used to identify the 
patient. 
 
E.3. Potential Benefits of the Proposed Research to the Subjects and Others: The knowledge gained 
from this research will be used to develop improved diagnostic techniques for assessment of neurological 
disorders or injury, and offers the potential of improved clinical diagnosis and monitoring outcomes of treatment 
trials. A potential benefit to individual subjects is reading of their MRI by a physician. In case of incidental 
findings, the subject will be informed by the physician about the suspected findings and instructed to contact 
his/her primary physician to have a clinical MRI as follow-up. 
 
E.4. Importance of the Knowledge to be Gained: This study will provide information on suitability of MRI 
methods to detect physiological changes in the brain that might be early signs of neurodegenerative disorders, 
such as Alzheimer’s disease and other types of dementia. This will benefit clinical application of MR 
technology, including early diagnosis of brain disorders and monitoring responses to treatment, if available. 
The study will also develop maps of cerebral blood flow in human brain. These data may provide new 
information on different structures in the brain, and is expected to improve the ability to detect abnormal levels 
of blood flow that may occur related to neurodegenerative diseases. 
 
E.5. Inclusion of Women and Minorities: Women will be included in this study with equal probability as men. 
Pregnant women will be excluded since the potential effects of MR on the unborn child are unknown. The 
population recruited for this study will largely reflect the ethnic distribution of the local population. For more 
details on recruitment see the description in the Administrative core and The "Targeted/Planned enrollment 
Table". 
 
E.6. Inclusion of Children: Children will not be included in this study, because the targeted brain disorders 
are late-onset diseases at older age. There is no scientific justification for examining the brains of children or 
very young adults to accomplish the goal of this study. 
 
F. VERTEBRATE ANIMAL:  N/A 
 
G. SELECT AGENT RESEARCH:  N/A 
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